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Special Issue: New Directions in the Sociology of Human Rights

Foreword

Patricia Hynes, Michele Lamb, Damien Short and Matthew Waites

New Directions in the Sociology of Human Rights is a contribution to both sociology and to
human rights research, particularly where these are oriented to challenging power relations
and inequalities in contemporary societies. It expands and develops the sociology of human
rights as a sub-field of sociology and of interdisciplinary human rights scholarship. The
volume suggests new directions for the use of social and sociological theories to analyse
issues such as torture and genocide; and addresses a range of issues and themes which
have not previously been a sustained focus in the sociology of human rights literature,
ranging from climate change and the human rights of soldiers to corporate social responsi-
bility and children’s rights in relation to residential care. The collection is thus multi-dimen-
sional, examining a range of specific empirical contexts, and also considering relationships
between sociological analysis and human rights scholarship and activism. Hence in a
variety of ways it points the way for future analyses, and also for human rights activism
and practices. It is intended to widen our field of vision in the sociology of human
rights, and to spark both new ideas and new forms of political engagement.

We have co-edited this volume as conveners of the British Sociological Association’s
Sociology of Rights Study Group.1 New Directions in the Sociology of Human Rights is
a successor to our previous special issue of the International Journal of Human Rights,
titled ‘Sociology and Human Rights: New Engagements’, which was published in Novem-
ber 2010 and edited by the same team.2 That original volume included an introductory
article outlining the history of the relationship between sociology and human rights and
the state of our sub-field as we saw it,3 together with contributions by members of the
study group, on a wide range of themes. The collection was subsequently published as a
book of the same title.4

More recently we have co-edited the annual special issue of the British Sociological
Association’s journal Sociology, presenting a volume titled The Sociology of Human
Rights which was published in October 2012.5 That volume originated with a Call for
Papers which received 83 submissions, and we were informed this was the highest
number in the recent history of Sociology, demonstrating a huge appetite for the develop-
ment of the sociology of human rights as a field. ‘The Sociology of Human Rights’ included
a range of articles which delineated and engaged with the major analytical axes and concep-
tual parameters of the sociology of human rights, as suggested in a substantial editorial fore-
word; it thus offered an extensive map of the field in theoretical terms, while simultaneously
including research from a number of empirical contexts internationally. New Directions in
the Sociology of Human Rights by comparison is distinctive for opening up and addressing
a wide range of substantive issues, empirical contexts and topics in the sociology of human
rights, with a somewhat greater emphasis on examining the application of human rights in
practice, while also pressing forward sociological analysis in areas where its deployment is
underdeveloped. The collection addresses the place of human rights in relation to key social
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and political issues of our times, including the Israel/Palestine conflict, climate change,
international migration and the obligations of corporations; and also focuses analysis (in
Seu’s contribution) on whether individuals in privileged societies address their responsibil-
ities. ‘New Directions in the Sociology of Human Rights’ is thus an independent volume,
although complementary to The Sociology of Human Rights which it can be read as extend-
ing and supplementing. It introduces a variety of topics and debates, and thus communicates
the growing breadth and complexity of the sociology of human rights field.

In the first article of this collection, Lydia Morris explores the potential contribution of
social theory to understanding the practice of torture. She begins with a contextual introduc-
tion, which addresses the idealist/realist divide and the use made of Durkheim and Weber to
respectively support two irreconcilable positions. Thus, argues Morris, we can see the limits
of theory in this regard. She ultimately argues, therefore, that social theory is perhaps better
suited to the more modest aim of analysing the social relations, structures and discursive
manoeuvres that underpin the practice of torture.

Rashed and Short follow with an article which explores the utility of a Raphael Lemkin
(the Polish jurist who developed the concept) inspired sociology of genocide for under-
standing the Palestinian situation. They utilise Lemkin’s ‘techniques’ of genocide frame-
work, outlined in his seminal text Axis Rule in Occupied Europe, focussing on political,
cultural, economic and physical methods. They argue that if we consider Israel to be
a settler colonial state then its relations with the Palestinians may fruitfully be analysed
via Lemkin’s approach, which crucially appreciated the nexus between genocide and
colonialism.

Bruna Seu’s article discusses audiences’ responses to information about human rights
violations, presenting a discursive analysis of how the trope ‘in countries like that’ is
used to make sense of atrocities, to draw symbolic moral boundaries and to justify a
passive and self-distancing response to human rights issues. She argues that by situating
countries where human rights violations occur beyond the boundary of moral responsibility,
accounts containing this particular trope perform a form of denial operation for the purpose
of exonerating audiences from intervening. It is suggested that an operation of moral exclu-
sion interferes with audiences’ empathy and compassion by distancing audiences from the
victims of atrocities.

Over the last decade an increasing number of British active and ex-service personnel,
alongside families of soldiers killed in Afghanistan and Iraq, have sought legal redress
with recourse to human rights legislation. McGarry, Mythen and Walklate’s article addresses
the issue of the human rights of soldiers in the British Armed Forces. They draw upon a sig-
nificant body of primary data derived from a qualitative study involving veterans of the Iraq
conflict. They present experiential accounts of structural and institutional deficiencies which
indicate that the British state has placed military personnel at unnecessary risk, violated the
military covenant and compromised their human rights.

In a world where natural resource reserves are steadily declining and inequalities
between regions widening, finding a peaceful compromise, argues Tracy Skillington,
between the competing interests of global actors and the needs of vulnerable communities
is a major challenge for the future. Her article focuses on the security implications of
climate change, critically exploring how a nation state perspective continues to shape the
manner in which ideas of ‘entitlement’ and ‘right’ are framed in international policy
debate on the subject. Skillington investigates how ‘climate justice coalitions’, small
state alliances and international human rights organisations challenge the ethical and
legal basis of this reasoning in their efforts to reframe ‘unintended’ acts of ecological
destruction as a deliberate violation of human rights.
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Tanya Golash-Boza and Cecilia Menjivar begin their article with the observation that
while human rights declarations provide for the right for any person to leave their
country, they do not provide for the right to enter another country. Thus, such rights
regimes, in effect, stop halfway in asserting a right to mobility. Golash-Boza and Menjivar
seek to demonstrate how state policies and actions create migration flows and how migrants
often travel to fulfil their human rights. They further contend that current restrictions on
immigration curtail migrants’ human rights. Based on sociological reasoning they conclude
that the right to mobility is a fundamental human right and deserves a place in the inter-
national human rights regime.

Nick Connolly analyses the problems and contradictions inherent in the relationship
between corporate behaviour and human rights. The key problem of what to do about cor-
porate human rights abuses, he argues, has been reduced to a dichotomous debate between a
regulatory or voluntary approach – within which a voluntary approach (i.e., Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR)) is dominant. Invoking a sociological analysis of corporate
decision-making, Connolly argues that the concept of CSR is fatally flawed but the same
sociological analysis may hint at an approach governments could take if humanity is deter-
mined to protect itself from the excesses of corporate power.

Many of the difficulties of applying rights in practice lie in competing interpretations of
rights by different groups and organisations suggest Punch, McIntosh and Emond. Based on
an ethnographic study, their article illustrates the complexities of putting a theory of chil-
dren’s rights into practice ‘within the everyday contexts of residential child care’. The
article argues that the ambiguities which arise when translating children’s rights into prac-
tice are partly due to the tensions involved in striking a working balance between children’s
protection rights as well as their participation rights and different understandings of the
nature of adult-child relations.

Together these contributions demonstrate the vibrancy of the sociology of human rights
field, the applicability of its insights to practices in a variety of concrete settings, and its
continuing expansion with respect to substantive topics, empirical contexts and analytical
approaches, to address important social and political issues of our times.

Notes
1. Hannah Miller (University of Kingston, London, UK) has also become a convener of the Study

Group since editing work for this project was initiated.
2. P. Hynes, M. Lamb, D. Short and M. Waites, eds, ‘Sociology and Human Rights: New Engage-

ments’, Special Issue, International Journal of Human Rights, 14, no. 6 (2010).
3. Ibid., 811–32.
4. P. Hynes, M. Lamb, D. Short and M. Waites, eds, Sociology and Human Rights: New Engage-

ments (Abingdon: Routledge, 2011).
5. P. Hynes, M. Lamb, D. Short and M. Waites, eds, ‘The Sociology of Human Rights’, Special

Issue, Sociology, 46, no. 5: (2012).
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internally displaced persons, refugees, asylum and ‘trafficking’. She has published internationally on
these interests, including for the Journal of Refugee Studies, The International Journal of Human
Rights and for the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

Michele Lamb is Principal Lecturer in Human Rights and Director of the Crucible Centre for Human
Rights Research at the University of Roehampton. She is founder and co-convenor of the British
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Sociological Association Study Group on the Sociology of Rights and also leads the EU Funded
project ‘Putting Human Rights at the Heart of Higher Education in the Western Balkans’. She has con-
ducted research and published on human rights in Northern Ireland, and more recently on behalf of the
Scottish Human Rights Commission.

Damien Short is the Director of the Human Rights Consortium at the School of Advanced Study,
University of London. He has published widely in the areas of indigenous peoples’ rights, reconcilia-
tion processes, genocide studies and the sociology of human rights. He is a convenor of the British
Sociological Association’s ‘sociology of rights’ study group.

Matthew Waites is Senior Lecturer in Sociology in the School of Social and Political Sciences at the
University of Glasgow. His publications include The Age of Consent: Young People, Sexuality and
Citizenship (Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), and a special issue edited with Kelly Kollman, The Global
Politics of LGBT Human Rights (Contemporary Politics, Vol.15, no.1, March 2009). He has pub-
lished articles in journals including Sociology, Social and Legal Studies and Sexualities, and is an
editorial board member for Sexualities and the Journal of Gender Studies.
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